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Overview
● Polymorphism

● Run-time vs. compile-time

● Pros and cons

● Discussion
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History Lesson

● C with Classes (1980) had derived classes but no virtual functions

● C++ 1.0 (1983) introduced virtual functions

● C++ 3.0 (1991) added templates (and exception handling)

● C++98 (first ISO standard) added the standard library / STL

● 2001: Andrei Alexandrescu. “Modern C++ Design”

● ~2003: robust template support in compilers
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Andrei Alexandrescu. “Modern C++ Design”

Templates were really designed to support “containers of T,” but they turned out to be 

capable of much more. A number of people realized this years before Alexandrescu’s 

book came out, and, indeed, the STL—part of the 1998 standard—requires 

implementation techniques far beyond containers of T. But Modern C++ Design was 

the publication that really blew the template door off its hinges for the C++ community 

as a whole. So significant was its impact, the current era of C++ programming is named 

after the book: “modern C++” generally refers to code employing template techniques 

the book popularized.

[Scott Meyers]
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https://www.artima.com/articles/the-most-important-c-booksemeverem


Polymorphism

struct Base {

  virtual void f();

};

struct Impl : Base {

  void f() override;

};

Given Base* b,
b->f() can be one of:

• Base::f()

• Impl::f()

• <unknown>::f()

virtual functions dispatch to different code according to a run-time decision
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template <typename Logger>

struct A {

  void f() {

    Logger::warning(...);

  }

};

class FileLogger;

class DummyLogger {

  static void warning(auto&&...) {}

};
template specializations compile to different code as a compile-time decision

Policy-based design

● there’s no type A

● only A<FileLogger>()

● and A<DummyLogger>()

● Logger is called a policy
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Example
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class Application {

public:

  void run() {

    print(translate("Hello World"));

  }

protected:

  virtual std::string translate(const char* msg) const = 0;

  virtual void print(const std::string& msg) = 0;

};

Hello World
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Hello World print implementations

class AppStdout : virtual public Application {

protected:

  void print(const std::string& msg) override

  { std::cout << msg; }

};

class AppFile : virtual public Application {

  std::ofstream file;

protected:

  void print(const std::string& msg) override

  { file << msg; }

};
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Hello World translate implementations

class AppTransC : virtual public Application {
protected:
  std::string translate(const char* msg) const override { return msg; }
};

class AppTransDe : virtual public Application {
protected:
  std::string translate(const char* msg) const override {
    if (std::strcmp(msg, "Hello World") == 0)
      return "Hallo Welt";
    return msg;
  }
};
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Hello World instantiation

class AppStdoutDe : public AppStdout, public AppTransDe {};

class AppStdoutC : public AppStdout, public AppTransC {};

int main(int, char**)

{

  AppStdoutDe app;

  app.run();

}

Prints “Hallo Welt” on stdout
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Hello World v2

template <typename Translator, typename Printer>

class Application : private Translator, private Printer {

  using Translator::translate;

  using Printer::print;

public:

  void run() {

    print(translate("Hello World"));

  }

};
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Hello World v2 print policies

class StdoutPrinter {

protected:

  void print(const std::string& msg) const { std::cout << msg; }

};

class FilePrinter {

  std::ofstream file;

protected:

  void print(const std::string& msg) { file << msg; }

};
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Hello World v2 translate policies

class NoTranslation {
protected:
  std::string translate(const char* msg) const { return msg; }
};

class DeTranslation {
protected:
  std::string translate(const char* msg) const {
    if (std::strcmp(msg, "Hello World") == 0)
      return "Hallo Welt";
    return msg;
  }
};
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Hello World v2 instantiation

using AppStdoutDe = Application<DeTranslation, StdoutPrinter>;

using AppStdoutC = Application<NoTranslation, StdoutPrinter>;

int main(int, char**)

{

  AppStdoutDe app;

  app.run();

}

Prints “Hallo Welt” on stdout
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Analysis

● The example on Compiler Explorer: https://godbolt.org/z/6M1hMd14c

● A lot more code generated for first variant

● Note how GCC “understands” the v2 implementation:
○ There's not even a "Hello World" string left in the resulting binary.

○ main is almost equivalent to cout << string("Hallo Welt")

● A virtual function call chases pointers through the vtable (see next slide)

● Let's try Clang:
○ both variants are optimized to the same result! (“devirtualization” optimizer pass)

○ but not anymore after expanding the example to a real dispatch
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Analysis: virtual function call

struct A {
  virtual void f0();
  virtual void f1();
  void f2();
  void f3();
};
struct B : A {
  void f0() override;
  void f1() override;
};
int g(A* a) {
  a->f0();
  a->f1();
  a->f2();
  a->f3();
  return 0;
}
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g(A*):
   push    rbp
   mov     rax, QWORD PTR [rdi]
   mov     rbp, rdi
   call    [QWORD PTR [rax]]
   mov     rax, QWORD PTR 
[rbp+0]
   mov     rdi, rbp
   call    [QWORD PTR [rax+8]]
   mov     rdi, rbp
   call    A::f2()
   mov     rdi, rbp
   call    A::f3()
   xor     eax, eax
   pop     rbp
   ret

*a (a points to the vtable)

***a (pointer chase: call function at 
address **a)

*a

**(*a+8) (pointer chase: call function 
at address *(*a+8))

call function at static address 
resolved by the linker

memory latency: ~100ns = ~400 cycles @ 4 GHz ≅ 400–1600 instructions



Are virtual functions too expensive?

● Nes, Yo? Depends.

● Depends on whether the overhead matters
○ a few virtual function calls in a long running program don't matter

○ one virtual function call inside a dominating tight loop can matter a lot (but should not)

● virtual functions solve a problem that needs to be solved somehow
○ it does not help to implement your own run-time dispatch mechanism

○ use virtual functions; compilers then understand what you're doing and can optimize better
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Compile- vs. Run-Time — Use Cases

Compile-Time
● behavior depends on compiler 

flags / predefined macros

● abstraction & code reuse 

without need for run-time 

dispatch

● high performance codes 

(abstraction inside tight loops)

Run-Time
● collection of different 

(dynamic) types,

e.g. GUI widgets, AST

● run-time dispatch,

e.g. plugins
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std::variant

● Material for another talk

● Basic idea:
○ instead of an open set of types (base class can be inherited from by an unknown number of classes),

○ define a closed set of types variant<A, B, C>.

○ The variant can holder either an A, B, or C (basically a union) and knows which one is the active 

member.

○ visit(visitor, variant0, variant1) calls visitor(variant0, variant1) with the variants 

replaced by their active members

● This enables multiple dispatch.

● To implement a visitor you might want to use a lambda and constexpr-if.
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Questions & 
Discussion

Modern C++
how inheritance and virtual 
functions fell out of fashion

C++ is a multi-paradigm language:

● Object-oriented programming 

including polymorphism

● Generic programming using 

templates

● ...
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